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On 03/30/89 at 0000, with the plant shutdewn for a refueling outage, an automatic start
of both Core Spray (BM*) and system "A" Residual Heat Removal (RHR) (BO*) pumps occurred
while pressurizing the Primary Containment. The pump starts were the result of an unby-
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Toe Root Cause of this event is an inadequate procedure. The Type "A" Leak Rate proce-
dure was riot revised to take into consideration the Automatic Depressurization System ( ADS) i

circuitr) modifications which were implemented in 1987. The procedure will be revised to
cddress the additional ADS High Drywell Pressure signal.
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENTS: 1

On 3/30/89 at 0000, with the plant shutdown for a refueling outage, an automatic start
of both Core Spray and system "A" Residual Heat Removal (RHR) pumps occurred while
prstsurizing the Primary Containment during a scheduled Type "A" Leak Rate test. The pump
starts were the result of an unbypassed High Drywell Pressure Signal whPh was not inhibited
as part of the testing lineups.

The contacts which gensrated the pump start signal were added to the pump start circuitry
by an engineering design change in 1987. The design change enhanced the operation of the
Automatic Depressurization System (ADS), by providing automatic ADS initiation and auto start
of Core Spray and Low Pressure Cooling Injection (LPCI) pumps on sustained LO-LO Reactor water
laval. The normal Core Spray and RHR high drywell pressure signals were bypassed during the
tcst via installed test switches, but the design change provided an ADS high drywell pressure
signal directly into the pump start circuitry of both Core Spray and the "A" and "C" RHR

pumps. This resulted in the unanticipated pump starts when the Primary Containment was
pressurized. The high drywell pressure logic for ooth RHR and Core Spray was not satisfied
du2 to the bypass of the normal high drywell pressure signal," this is the reason that a full
system isolation and actuation did not occur. The intent of rtarting RHR and Core Spray pumps
from the ADS logic is to satisfy the ADS logic requirement that before an Automatic
D: pressurization can occur a low pressure pump must be available and running. This ADS per-
21ssive is what was satisfied and caused the pump starts. Although similar logic exists for
ths RHR 6 and D pumps, auto start uignals did not occur during the event due to a difference j
in thm specific relay contacts used to implement the ADS logic change. This is discussed in
more detail in the Analysis of Events section of this report.

The pump starts resulted in flow through each pump's minimum flow lines effectively
piccing the pumps in standby. Operation personnel secured the pumps at 0001. No other
safety system actuations associated with the High Drywell Pressure signal occurred.

CAUSE OF EVENTS:

The immediate cause of the event was that the ADS Drywell pressure instruments
experienced pressures higher than their setpoints as the Primary Containment was
pressurized for the Type "A" surveillance test.

The root cause of the event is an inadequate procedure. The procedure for the Type "A"
test did not include an action to bypass the ADS Orywell Pressure inputs into the LPCI and
Core Spray logic circuits.

| The following are considered to be the contributing causes as to why the design change
process did not identify the need to revise the procedure when the ADS design change was
implemented:

I 1) The Type "A" test procedure was cancelled after the 1986 Refueling Outage due to
I NRC concerns raised during the performance of the 1986 Type "A" test - (NRC

Inspection Report 86-14) and was not an issued procedure at the time the design
.

change was implemented in 1987. |
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CAUSE OF EVENTS: (Cont.)

2) It was not obvious that the design change would result in a pump start on ADS High
Drywell Pressure. This occurred as a result of the specific contact configuration
utilized.

3) When the Type "A" test was reviewed for the 1989 Refueling Outage, only design
changes for the upcoming outage were considered.

ANALYSIS OF EVENTS:

The events in this report had no adverse safety implications.

The unanticipated pump starts did not have any degradatory effect on the pumps them-
solves or on other plant systems. The plant was being maintained in cold shutdown.
Additionally, the RHR "B" loop was providing Shutdown Cooling at the time of the event and
w:s not interrupted by the "A" loop pump starts.

The following description of the details of the circuitry is provided to describe why
tha event resulted in autostart of both Core Spray phmps and the "A" and "C" RHR pumps but
not the "B" ana "D" pumps.

The ADS logic design change added two new Time Delay relays to achieve auto ADS ini-
tiation and pump starts on a sustained LO-LO Reactor Water level. These relays input into ,

|th2 ADS logic to simulate the presence of the High Drywell Pressure signal. The new time
dalay relays pick up the High Drywell Pressure sensor relays and pump start logic for RHR
pumps "B" and "D". Due to the limited number of contacts available on the new time delay
rolsys, contacts off the Drywell pressure sensor relays were used in the pump start cir-
cuitry for (RHR) pumps "A" and "C", and the two Core Spray pumps. This achieved the same l

function since the new ADS Time Delay relays pick up the High Drywell Pressure sensor
relays. The presence of the ADS Drywell Pressure sensor relay contacts in the RHR "A" and
"C" pump and Core Spray pump start circuitry provide an unbypassed High Drywell Pressure j
signal which caused the pump starts. The RHR "B" loop pumps were not affected by the pump >

start signal since their logic signal originates directly from the Time Delay relays which
require a sustained low water level signal in order to be picked up.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

The plant Type "A" Leak Rate procedure will be updated to reflect the additional bypass
which is required for the ADS High Drywell Pressure signal.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
I

No similar events have been reported to the Commission in the last five years.
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- VERhiONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION

P O. BOX 157
GOVERNOR HUNT ROAD

f VERNON, VERMONT 05354

April 26, 1989
VYV 89-090

U.S< Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

REFERENCE: Operating License DPR-28
Docket No. 50-271
Reportable Occurrence No. LER 89-16

Dear Sirs:

As defined by 10CFR50.73, we are reporting the attsched Reportable
Occurrence as LER 89-16.

Very truly yours,

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION

W ~

ames P. Pelletier
Plant Manager

cca Regional Administrator
USNRC
Region I
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406
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